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Well done to those pupils who have gone
'over and above' this week
Kenzie 
Braden 
Finley 
Leo P 
LLoyd 
Oscar 
Will 
Drew 

Anderson
Fantastic work in English this week! Some exciting stories being
written. Well done!

Adams - Relationships

Adams - Maths
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Adams - Computing
Well done Caleb for this excellent Internet Safety poster!

Parks - English
Parks have been looking at the language techniques in the novel
Holes. Fin, Lewis and Paige worked particularly hard.

Storey PSHE
Well done Cameron - excellent work
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Storey PSHE
Dylan producing some excellent t work - well done

Storey’s PSHE Word
In Storey we have been learning about domestic relationships
and the law. Excellent work from Leon

Millie explored different types of
instructions by making paper airplanes.

Caiden’s zentangles
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Taylor’s zentangles
Curie have been learning about how to draw zentangles and
practise mindfulness.

Curie being ready
Well done to Jacob, Millie, Will, and Caiden for being ready and
on our recognition board every day this week.

Jayden.F completed excellent work in PSHE this week,
identifying different things that could annoy him. Well done.
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Well done to Bobby.G for excellent work in geography this week. 

Well done Jayden.W
Amazing effort from Jayden W in the world around us this week.
He identi�ed different religious symbols and shared facts about
the countries where these religions have the highest population.

Parks - PHSE
Parks carried out some role plays based around forgiveness.
Some fantastic acting from Ruby, Seb, Paige, Fin, Logan and
Lewis.

Science - Adams
Well done to Sonnie and Caleb in Adams for safely helping to
create a lava lamp! Both were ready to learn and gave great
advice on how to stay safe.

Science
Well done to Lily and Freddy in Watson for identifying risky
behaviour in a lab and writing sensible rules to keep us safe!
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Top three readers
Well done to Millie, Alex and Caiden. They are the top three in
the words read challenge this week. They have all read over 1000
words. Who will be the �rst to make it to Reading Millionaire
this year?

Well done to Daniel from Banksy for the
effort he put into his Safe Ready and
Respectful poster!

Kieran in Watson has worked extremely hard
this week in all subjects particularly math
looking at place value

Amazing work from Freddy in maths, he
worked extremely hard, even asking for a
challenging
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Great work from Sam in Watson on adverbs

Lovely work from Lewis in Watson on
kindness

Wonderful work from Leo in Watson on
place value

Brilliant work from Mason partitioning 3
digit numbers
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Brilliant work from Lilly on adverbs

Wonderful work on kindness in PSHE from
Jobe

Castner have been meal planning on a budget. Great work from
Max and Kenzie who planned and created a meal for under £5!

Jack and Libby looked at what factors may in�uence tourism this
week. Both had some great ideas!
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Castner started their travel and tourism topic this week. Great
work from Max looking at reasons why people may travel.

Thank you Mr Chiswell for popping into
Turing’s science lesson and offering a
fingerprint. Sublime teaching!

Amazing work in Anderson learning the
tricky topic of Atomic Structure
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Amazing start to the year from Tommy. Well
done

Praise Postcards
Praise postcards will be landing in your mail if you have gone
‘above and beyond’ in Science

Recognition board
Well done Grace being the �rst person on our form recognition
board 

Curie’s delicious flapjacks.
Curie did really well in their �rst BTEC cooking lesson. They
made �apjacks. Well done Curie!
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